
    
    

    
      The Royal Festival Hall’s Level 2 foyer spaces are currently being refurbished, as we work to bring you a brand new cafe, bar, shop and Ticket Office. Find out more
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Featured events

	7 Feb – 6 May, 10am
When Forms Come Alive
The Hayward Gallery’s new exhibition, exploring sixty years of restless sculpture


closedTara Donovan, Untitled (Mylar) 2011/2018 Mylar and hot glue Dimensions Variable Installation view, MCA Denver Photo: Christopher Burke Courtesy the artist and Pace Gallery.




	Sat 23 Mar, 5pm
Nicholas McCarthy: Journey into Left-Hand Piano
The world’s only one-handed concert pianist takes us to the moon and back with a wealth of great music


closedImage from a personal archive




	3 – 7 Apr, from 11am
Dragons and Mythical Beasts
Enter into a magical world of myths and legends in this fantastical show for all the family







	Sun 24 Mar, 7.30pm
Grace Blakeley: Vulture Capitalism
The acclaimed political commentator presents a searing discussion on where capitalism has gone wrong


closedKlara Waldberg




	Fri 22 Mar, 9pm
Concrete Lates x Rave: Recharge 
Celebrate rave culture on a charged dance floor spanning three decades of electronic music


closedKarol Grygoruk







Artform links
	Exhibitions
	Literature
	Classical music
	Gigs
	Performance
	Families


	closedPete Woodhead

Sun 24 Mar, 3pm
Southbank Centre Youth Voices: A Celebration of Song


	closedOut-Spoken

Thu 28 Mar, 7.45pm
Out-Spoken: March


	closedDean Chalkley

Fri 29 Mar, 7.30pm
Norman Jay's Good Times Band
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